
WMUH – ALLENTOWN 91.7 FM 
2023 – First Quarterly Issues Report 
January 1 through March 31, 2023 

Contact: Paul Krempasky – wmuh@muhlenberg.edu 

DATE TIME LENGTH SHOW TOPICS 
Mondays 09:30 30:00 51% News with a woman’s perspective. See Attached 
Thursdays 09:30 30:00 CounterSpin CounterSpin provides a critical examination of the major stories every week, 

and exposes what corporate media might have missed in their own coverage. 
CounterSpin highlights censored stories and exposes biased and inaccurate 
coverage, while examining the power of corporate influence and sexism, racism 
and homophobia in the news. 

Fridays 08:30 60:00 Kol HaEmek A celebration of Jewish culture and news. 
Fridays 09:30 30:00 Planetary Radio Planetary Radio is a weekly half-hour series about space exploration, has been 

available to all stations since July 20, 2004, the thirty-fifth anniversary of the 
Apollo 11 moon landing.   
Planetary Radio is the only long form public radio series that is devoted to the 
final frontier.  Every episode relies on the deep expertise of the Planetary 
Society, founded by Carl Sagan, Lou Friedman and Bruce Murray, and now led 
by CEO Bill Nye the Science Guy!  Bill is a frequent contributor to the show. 

Saturdays 08:00 120:00 Jhankaar Indian Culture and Events programming offered every Saturday morning. 
01.25.23 09:30 30:00 Spotlight on the 

Performing Arts 
 

Co-hosts Sydney Holliday ’23 and Harper Hogan ‘25 chat with Jamie McKittrick 
and Jess Shoemaker, the collaborative director-playwright duo behind the first 
production of the semester, (&Medea).  
 
We alsospeak to this year’s Baker Artist-in-Residence, Joshua Rashon Streeter. 
He talks about his task this semester to create an all-original Theatre for Young 
Audiences work in collaboration with both Muhlenberg students and 
elementary students within the Allentown area.  

  



02.02.23 08:30 60:00 Alternative Radio  Angela Davis – Beginnings: Movements of Possibilities 
In times of crisis, one can simultaneously see danger and opportunity. Today 
there is nostalgia for an imagined past and a desire to recreate it. It’s a 
seductive tale. Things were better then. The country was unchallenged in the 
world. Jobs were plentiful. Minorities, women, gays, and immigrants knew their 
place. There was order in the land. But over many decades, as a result of 
struggle and movements, society evolved and changed. We are at a perilous 
moment. Do we want to go back or continue to move forward building on hard-
fought gains? During another perilous time, Martin Luther King Jr., declared, 
“We’ve got to massively confront the power structure.” We are at a crossroads: 
the beginning of a brighter or darker future. The choice is ours. 

02.16.23 08:30  60:00 Alternative Radio Robin D. G. Kelley - The Black Radical Tradition 
Historian and author Cedric Robinson defined the Black radical tradition as “the 
continuing development of a collective consciousness informed by the historical 
struggles for liberation.” The Black radical tradition is a rich and vibrant tapestry 
woven by the efforts of many Black people who raised their voices demanding 
freedom and equality denied to them by racial capitalism. They broke through 
white supremacy and forged the Black Radical Tradition. There were such giants 
as W. E. B. Du Bois, C.L.R. James, Frantz Fanon, and Malcolm X. And important 
cultural figures such as Langston Hughes, Lorraine Hansberry, James Baldwin, 
Paul Robeson, and Toni Morrison. Today, the legacy of these pioneers and 
many others inform and inspire Black movements for liberation and justice 
from Ferguson to Minneapolis to Memphis. 

02.22.23 09:30 30:00 Spotlight on the 
Performing Arts 
 

Harper Hogan ‘25 talks Love + Information with director Jessie Dean and cast 
member Ariel Noble 
Also in conversation are several MTA Studios directors, including Devyn Jarvis 
'24, Eben Cornine '23, and Brooke Hager '23.  
Lastly, Harper holds an enlightening conversation with professional theatre 
maker Dana Iannuzzi ‘03 about the upcoming Senior Showcase, as well as 
participant Nicole Gardner '23 about her experience entering the industry. 

  



03.29.23 09:30  30:00 Spotlight on the 
Performing Arts 

On this dance-crazed episode of Spotlight on the Performing Arts, host Harper 
Hogan ‘25, interviews Dance Department Chair, Karen Dearborn, along with 
student choreographers, Riley Hammett ‘23 and Claire Spenard ‘23, about the 
Northeast conference of the American College Dance Association.  
Also featured in this episode is an enlightening conversation on the upcoming 
production of In Motion, with Professor Heidi Cruz-Austin and dancer Kayla 
Grammerstorf ‘23, premiering this weekend, March 30 to April 1.  
Lastly, Nicola Ferro ‘23, speaks about the Muhlenberg Dance Association’s site-
specific concert, A Dance Migration. 
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51% 

 
DATE TIME SHOW # TOPICS 
1/5/2023 30:00 1746 What’s your New Year’s resolution? On the latest 51%, we speak with 

dietician and personal trainer Nicole Rodriguez about how to set healthy and 
realistic nutrition goals that fit your lifestyle. And in this season of gym 
memberships, career scheming, and personal development, one multi-
generational study suggests the key to fulfillment is actually, quite simple: 
nurturing our relationships. The New York Times’ Jancee Dunn shares what 
we can learn from the world’s longest-running study on human happiness. 

1/12/2023 30:00 1747 On this week’s 51%, we explore how building for the future demands 
reckoning with our past. NYU Stern School of Business professor and social 
psychologist Dolly Chugh offers guidance for the “gritty patriot” in her new 
book "A More Just Future." 

1/19/2023 30:00 1748 On this week’s 51%, we speak with filmmaker Tracy Heather Strain about her 
new PBS documentary "Zora Neale Hurston: Claiming a Space." We'll also 
hear from ceramicist Kelli Rae Adams about her latest installation at MASS 
MoCA, titled "Forever in Your Debt." 

1/26/2023 30:00 1749 January 22 would have marked the 50th anniversary of the landmark 
Supreme Court decision Roe v. Wade, had the Court not decided to overturn 
the ruling last year. On the latest 51%, we speak with Amy Littlefield, 
longtime abortion access correspondent for The Nation, about how the fall of 
Roe is currently playing out in states and women’s health clinics across the 
U.S. 

2/2/2023 30:00 1750 On this week's 51%, we speak with Hollywood dialect coach and author 
Samara Bay about how to buck America’s “voice standards” and embrace the 
power in your voice. 

2/9/2023 30:00 1751 On this week’s 51%, we speak with editors Nan Bauer-Maglin and Daniel 
Hood about their new book "Gray Love: Stories About Dating and New 
Relationships After 60." 

2/16/2023 30:00 1752 On this week's 51%, we speak with Katie Hood, CEO of the One Love 
Foundation, about the differences between healthy and unhealthy 
relationships — and how to tell which one you’re in. 

2/23/2023 30:00 1753 On this week’s 51%, we speak with Dr. Clarence Lusane about his latest book 
"Twenty Dollars and Change: Harriet Tubman and the Ongoing Fight for 
Racial Justice and Democracy," on the lifelong activism of Harriet Tubman 
and the future of the $20 bill. 

3/2/2023 30:00 1754 On this week’s 51%, we speak with Alisha Fernandez Miranda about her 
journey from CEO to intern in her new memoir "My What If Year." 

3/9/2023 30:00 1755 On this week’s 51%, we recognize Women’s History Month. Jennifer Herrera, 
vice president of external affairs for the National Women’s History Museum, 
shares how the organization is working to fill the gaps in our history books. 
Our associate producer, Jody Cowan, stops by a donation ceremony for a 
replica of the Women’s Rights Pioneers Monument at the New York State 
Museum. 

3/16/2023 30:00 1756 Parenting isn’t easy – especially when children are difficult. On this week’s 
51%, Dr. Adelia Moore discusses how you can become a more confident 
parent, love with conviction, and see your children as the unique individuals 
they are. 
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3/23/2023 30:00 1757 On this week’s 51%, we take a look at the gender pay gap in the U.S., and 

speak with America Saves Director Kia McCallister-Young to learn how you 
can come up with a savings plan that fits your needs and leaves you feeling 
financially confident – no matter what life throws at you. 

3/30/2023 30:00 1758 On this week’s 51%, we speak with long-distance runner and two-time 
Olympian Kara Goucher about her daring new memoir, "The Longest Race: 
Inside the Secret World of Abuse, Doping, and Deception on Nike’s Elite 
Running Team." 
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